Conservative secondary structure motifs already present in early-stage folding (\textit{in silico}) as found in serpines family
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Abstract

The well-known procedure implemented in ClustalW oriented on the sequence comparison was applied to structure comparison. The consensus sequence as well as consensus structure has been defined for proteins belonging to serpine family. The structure of early stage intermediate was the object for similarity search. The high values of \( W_{\text{sequence}} \) appeared to be accordant with high values of \( W_{\text{structure}} \) making possible structure comparison using common criteria for sequence and structure comparison.

Since the early stage structural form has been created according to limited conformational sub-space which does not include the \( \beta \)-structure (this structure is mediated by C7eq structural form), is particularly important to see, that the C7eq structural form may be treated as the seed for \( \beta \)-structure present in the final native structure of protein.

The applicability of ClustalW procedure to structure comparison makes these two comparisons unified.

\( \odot \) 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The increasing size of sequence and structure data bases demands methods that uniformly evaluate similarity for homology-based structure prediction. In the post-genomic era, when complete knowledge of the full proteome of an organism is available, a theoretical method allowing prediction of protein structure, especially one based on homology, is urgently required (Fischer, 1999). This is why the problem of similarity search is closely related to all methods predicting protein structure and protein function on the basis of the known amino acid sequence (Fetrow et al., 2001; Irving et al., 2001; Kolinski et al., 2001). The relationships between stability and function have been examined by several researchers. Interaction with ligands or other molecules can switch proteins from one functional state to another by selective stabilization of some conformational states. The binding sites of some proteins are characterized by the presence of regions of high and low structural stability (Todd et al., 1998; Freire, 1999). The tools for multiple sequence alignment help to solve the problem of homology search, while with 3-D structure comparison is difficult to identify more than a pair of proteins (Sauder et al., 2000; Leibowitz et al., 2001). A wide range of methods for identification of domains in proteins were compared and presented in Marchler-Bauer et al. (2002). The alignments from sequence and structure comparisons are matched to distinguish fragments with presumably common characteristics, and thus to select motifs with similar biological functions. The structures and functions of many important proteins in biomedicine and drug discovery are derived by using the sequence alignment technique as a first step, what was shown in the comprehensive review paper (Chou, 2004).
The distribution of rigidity and flexibility along the polypeptide chain in proteins appeared not to correlate with the localization of biological function, understood as ligand binding ability in proteins (Luque and Freire, 2000).

This paper presents a model for the search for conservative sequential and structural motifs the latter in intermediate structural forms: early-stage folding and partial unfolding, called “step-back” in this work. The model was introduced on the basis of geometric characteristics of the polypeptide backbone conformation (mutual relation of sequential peptide bond planes) (Roterman, 1995a, b) and information theory (balancing of the amount of information carried by an amino acid and the amount of information necessary to predict the conformation of that amino acid) (Jurkowski et al., 2004b). Structures created according to the ellipse path-limited conformational sub-space on the Ramachandran map were previously tested as starting structural forms for energy minimization procedures. Positive results were found for ribonuclease (Jurkowski et al., 2004b), BPTI (Brylinski et al., 2004b), lysozyme (Jurkowski et al., 2004a) and human hemoglobin α and β chains (Brylinski et al., 2004c). A simple energy minimization procedure caused significant approach to the native structural forms of those proteins, although the accordance with native structure was found to be unsatisfactory. The purpose of this paper is to show whether sequence and structure consensus fragments in proteins belonging to serpines family can be recognized already in early-stage folding conformations (in silico). The limited conformational sub-space for early-stage folding structural forms appeared to be of ellipse shape. This is how the early-stage conformational sub-space will also be called in this paper.

The Ramachandran map represents the complete conformational space, which (according to the model) is available at late-stage folding after the structure is created based on the limited conformational sub-space. The structures representing conformations limited to the ellipse path can be reached (in silico) in two ways: (1) step-back (when the native structure of a particular protein is available), by transformation of the observed Φ, Ψ angles to the ellipse-belonging dihedral angles (obtained according to the shortest-distance criterion) called Φ_{sb}, Ψ_{sb} in this work and (2) early-stage (when only the amino acid sequence is known), on the basis of a sequence-to-structure contingency table representing the probability values of a particular sequence of tetrapeptide to adopt particular structure (the tetrapeptide was selected as the shortest polypeptide representing a well-defined structural form). This procedure was described in detail in Brylinski et al. (2004a, 2005). Since both structures (step-back and early-stage) representing intermediates in the protein folding simulation, are created on the basis of the ellipse-path-limited conformational sub-space (albeit with different starting points—Fig. 1), questions arise: how similar are they, and what is their relation to the native structural form of the protein? The problem of the possibility of consensus fragments recognition for both structure and sequence in early-stage folding (in silico). Since both sequence and structures can be represented using one-letter codes, the ClustalW program was used to extract fragments of sequences and structures (early-stage and step-back) of consensus character.

The clearest way to present the model is the diagram shown in Fig. 1 (the similar one—showing another protein as an example is given also in Brylinski et al., 2005). The step-back procedure (the crystal structure is known) begins with calculation of the Φ, Ψ angles, the values of which are changed to the nearest values of the dihedral angles belonging to the ellipse path (shortest-distance criterion, shown on the Ramachandran map). When the Φ_{sb} and Ψ_{sb} angles are known, the structure representing partial unfolding can be created (shown in scheme). The transformation of all proteins present in January 2003 release of PDB reveals probability profiles for all amino acids. One of them (alanine) is shown in the scheme. The probability profile shall be interpreted as follows: a “t” parameter (parameter of ellipse equation) value equals to zero represents the point Φ = 90° and Ψ = −90° on the Ramachandran map. An increase of “t” represents the clockwise movement along the ellipse. When all amino acids are put together, seven probability maxima can be distinguished. These seven probability maxima can be identified by letter codes as shown on the scheme. Identification of the ellipse fragment to which particular Φ, Ψ angles belong after their transformation to the ellipse allows the structure to be represented in the form of a symbol string as shown on the scheme. When all known proteins are classified according to the presented procedure, a contingency table expressing sequence-to-structure can be created. Such a contingency table was presented in Brylinski et al. (2005) and used to estimate the structure predictability of a particular amino acid sequence (Brylinski et al., 2004a).

The folding simulation path can be used when only the amino acid sequence is known. The amino acid sequence can be described in structural codes based on the sequence-to-structure contingency table. Because the tetrapeptide was selected as the unit, there are four different possibilities to assign structure to a particular tetrapeptide. The most frequent structural code is selected for the resulting structure string. When structural codes are assigned, the Φ_{es}, Ψ_{es} angles can be attached to each amino acid. The probability profile—the discrete one—differs from the one present in the step-back procedure. The Φ_{es}, Ψ_{es} angles (representing the positions of probability maxima in each ellipse fragment) assigned to each amino acid in a sequence produces the structure shown on the left side of the scheme. This structure is called early-stage folding (in silico). Late-stage folding (now in preparation), together with the energy minimization procedure applied to the early-stage structure, is assumed to approach the native structural form.
Step-back and early-stage structures differ in the form of the probability profile; the first is continuous and the second discrete. This paper is aimed at answering the question: to what extent are these two structures similar and to what extent are the structure-based consensus fragments accordant to sequence-based consensus fragments?

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data collection

The serpine family of proteins was selected for analysis in this work. The BLAST program (Altschul, 1991; Altschul et al., 1997) was used to identify serpine family...
proteins from the complete PDB set (Berman et al., 2000). This search selected 43 proteins, analyzed in this work: 1A7C, 1AS4, 1ATH, 1ATT, 1ATU, 1AZX, 1B3K, 1BR8, 1BY7, 1C5G, 1C8O, 1D5S, 1DB2, 1DVM, 1DYN, 1DZG, 1DZH, 1E03, 1E04, 1E05, 1EZX, 1F0C, 1HLE, 1HP7, 1IMV, 1JJ0, 1MJ1, 1MO, 1JRR, 1JTI, 1K9O, 1KCT, 1LJ5, 1OVA, 1PS1, 1QLP, 1QMB, 1QMN, 1SEK, 2ACH, 2ANT, 3CAA and 7API. Each amino acid in the proteins was given a one-letter code expressing the amino acid sequence, and a one-letter code representing the structure.

2.2. Structure assignment for step-back unfolding conformation

Structure assignment (one-letter code) was performed according to the following procedure. The \( \Phi, \Psi \) angles of all amino acids were calculated for the native forms of all 43 proteins. The ellipse-belonging \( \Phi, \Psi \) angles were found according to the shortest-distance criterion. Letter codes for particular ellipse fragments were assigned to each amino acid. Seven symbols, distinguishing seven structural motifs according to the scale presented in Fig. 1 are interpreted in Table 1.

2.3. Prediction of early-stage folding conformation

The structure codes were predicted for all amino acids in the proteins, based on the contingency table (Brylinski et al., 2005) and Structure Predictability Index (SPI) (Brylinski et al., 2004a) as shown in Fig. 1 (folding simulation path). Four structural letters can be assigned to each amino acid sequence. The procedure for finding the best structural letters fitted to a particular amino acid sequence was described in detail in (Brylinski et al., 2004a). The structural classification presented in Table 1 is common for both step-back and early-stage conformations.

The structural alphabet represents different fragments of ellipsoid pathway characterized by the local maximum of probability after moving all Phi, Psi angles toward the ellipse. Some of structural codes represent well known secondary structures: C—\( \alpha \)-helix, G—\( \beta \)-sheet, E and F—different forms of \( \beta \)-structure, although one shall mention, that the \( \beta \)-like structure, when created according to the ellipse path, is represented by the conformations close to C7eq forms.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Right-handed ( \alpha )-helix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E, F</td>
<td>Two forms of ( \beta )-strand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Left-handed helix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A, B, D</td>
<td>Different forms of random coil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. Sequence and structure multiple alignment procedure

Sequences as well as structures (one-letter code system) were processed with the ClustalW1.83 program (Higgins and Sharp, 1988; Jeanmougin et al., 1998) (Gap Opening Penalty: 10.00, Gap Extension Penalty: 0.20, Delay divergent sequences: 30%, Protein weight matrix: Gonnet series), in the multialignment system. Only identity status was applied to the structure coding string.

2.5. Sequential and structural weight matrixes

The weight matrix is a quantitative structure motif descriptor assigning a score to any string of a particular length (Bucher, 1999). The weight matrix was adapted to amino acid sequences and both forms of structures (step-back and early-stage) expressed by letter code strings. The procedure of quantitative score value calculation was performed separately for sequence strings and strings representing both structural forms as follows. The set of codes in arbitrary order (Fig. 6a) was processed with the ClustalW program. The result of the multiple alignment procedure (Fig. 6b) was used to find the best alignment of structural codes and to calculate their frequencies (Fig. 6c). The highest frequency of particular structural code is given in bold and underlined on each position. The weight value (Fig. 6d) for each position was calculated according to the formula of log-odds ratios:

\[
W = \log_{10} \left( \frac{F}{(N/M) + 1} \right),
\]

where \( F \) is the maximum frequency for a particular position and \( N \) is the total number of aligned strings (in our case \( N = 43 \)). \( M \) denotes the number of codes. In our calculations, \( M = 8 \) for structural codes and \( M = 21 \) for amino acid codes (deletions/insertions included and coded as ‘‘-‘’). Highly conservative fragments were emphasized (thick black line) by averaging the raw data using a five-residue running window frame (Fig. 6c). The same positions in respect to the structural codes are also given in Fig. 6d to show, which fragments appeared to be conservative.

2.6. Consensus sequence and consensus structure

Since the \( W \)-value has no absolute scale, a reasonable cutoff value was set for highly conservative (sequence and structure) fragments. The cutoff varied from 10.0 to 18.0 with 0.2 step. A trial sequence was created with amino acids having \( W \)-values above a given cutoff. The sequence was then incorporated as an additional “artificial” member into the serpine family, and the multialignment procedure using ClustalW program was performed. The distances from a given sequence and each member of the serpine family were calculated using the phylogenetic tree resulted from multialignment procedure. The mean value of distances (\( D \)) was used as the criterion for consensus sequence identification. Exactly the same procedure in the multiple alignment system was applied for sequence and for structure.
2.7. Step-back structure creation

The ellipse-belonging $\Phi_e$ and $\Psi_e$ (found according to the shortest-distance criterion during structure assignment) angles become $\Phi_{sb}$, $\Psi_{sb}$ (step-back) angles, which allow creation of the structure called “step-back”, representing partial unfolding. The Jackal program (Xiang and Honig, 2001; Jacobson et al., 2002) was used for full atom model creation.

2.8. Early-stage folding structure creation

On the basis of structure codes assigned to all the amino acids in the proteins during early-stage folding prediction (described above), $\Phi_{es}$, $\Psi_{es}$ angles were found according to discrete profiles based on seven probability maxima distinguished for the ellipse path (Fig. 7). Full atom models were created using the Jackal program (Xiang and Honig, 2001; Jacobson et al., 2002).

2.9. Visual analysis of full atom models

Four proteins representing the serpine family were selected for visual analysis: 2ACH—cleaved human alpha-1-antichymotrypsin (Baumann et al., 1991), 1OVA—uncleaved ovalbumin (Stein et al., 1991), 1AZX—human antithrombin (Jin et al., 1997) and 7API—alpha-1-antitrypsin (Engh et al., 1989). In those proteins, equivalent residues were found, corresponding to the consensus sequence and consensus structure identified by the multi-alignment procedure. Moreover, 10% and 30% of the total sequence and structure of selected proteins characterized by the highest $W$-value were identified.

3. Results

3.1. Sequence and structure weight matrix calculation

The $W$ calculation was performed for the amino acid sequences and two structural strings (step-back unfolding
and early-stage folding) of the serpine family (43 proteins). As an example, the profile of the $W$ value for uncleaved ovalbumin (1OVA) is shown in Fig. 2. The high correlation was found between the two structural forms (step-back and early-stage). Particularly interesting are the fragments responsible for $\alpha$-sheet (Fig. 2a and b). High $W$ values

![Graph](image.png)

**Fig. 4.** Consensus sequence: (a) mean value of distances $D$ resulting from the phylogenetic tree for a particular cutoff. Arrow denotes the best multialignment (highly conservative sequence) and (b, c, d, e) native (left column) and step-back (right column) structures of 2ACH, 1AZX, 1OVA and 7API, respectively. Consensus sequence (minimum point in (a)) is colored red. The 10% and 30% of the total sequence characterized by the highest $W$-value are colored green and yellow, respectively.
for these fragments point to the presence highly accordant similarity in sequence as well as in structure comparison (black bars in Fig. 2d–f). Similarly, the locations of residues representing high structural changeability (low $W$ values) are in good agreement in both forms. A color scale was applied for particular $W$-values to show the
localization of fragments with particular degrees of similarity in the full atom models of step-back and early-stage forms (Fig. 3).

3.2. Consensus sequence and consensus structure

Application of $W_{\text{sequence}}$, $W_{\text{structure}}$ cutoffs allowed the consensus sequence and consensus structure to be distinguished. The results are presented in Fig. 4 for sequence and Fig. 5 for structure. In both cases a particular cutoff value was found to produce the best multiple alignment (Figs. 4a and 5a). Fragments with a $W$-value above the limit were treated as consensus fragments for both sequence and structure independently. The structures shown in Figs. 4b–e and 5b–e reveal fragments with particular degrees of similarity, on the basis of the sequence and structure similarity distribution ($W$ value criterion). The images in the left column show these fragments in the final, native structure of the protein; those in the right column distribution of the same fragments in step-back (unfolded) structures of selected proteins. We stress that the similarity criterion ($W$-value calculated for structural letter codes) was set for early-stage folding (in silico) structures. The comparison to native structure was intended to trace the fragments found in early-stage folding (in silico) conformations. The aim of this procedure was to find out how far from the native structure is the early-stage folding (in silico) conformation of the polypeptide. It can be seen that the presence of high similarity and predisposition for $\beta$-structural fragments was already found in the early-stage conformation, which is difficult to recognize by visual analysis. The fragments that were highly conservative in sequence and structure were found exactly for the $\beta$-sheet (Figs. 4 and 5). The $\beta$-structure related area is situated far on the Ramachandran map compared to the ellipse-shaped limited conformational sub-space. The recognition of the similarity of $\beta$-structural fragments in early-stage structural forms is thus particularly important.

4. Discussion and conclusions

The “folding simulation” path applied for BPTI (Fig. 1) was presented earlier (Brylinski et al., 2004b), where the result seemed satisfactory. The structure of ribonuclease appeared less satisfactory after a simple energy minimization procedure was applied to early-stage folding structure (Jurkowski et al., 2004b), although the contact map for this protein appeared quite promising. Application of molecular dynamics simulation to the structures created based on the early-stage folding model of lysozyme did not improve the results, although some new correct inter-residual contacts appeared (Jurkowski et al., 2004a). The early-stage folding structures created according to the limited conformational sub-space introduced in (Roterman, 1995a, b; Jurkowski et al., 2004b) are treated as starting ones for further treatment assumed to represent a latter step of folding, mostly understood as hydrophobic collapse. A new model of latter step is in preparation.

The problem of the relation between sequence and structure in folding (in silico) intermediates is the object of this paper. Two structures were compared. One was created as partial unfolding of native structure to the corresponding structure belonging to the limited conformational sub-space. This form was obtained after changing the $\phi$, $\psi$ angles (native structure) to angles belonging to the limited conformational sub-space according to the shortest-distance criterion. The second one, called “early-stage” in this work, was predicted according to the highest probability found for each tetrapeptide in a contingency table expressing the sequence-to-structure relation. The comparison of these two structures versus the native structure was focused on the presence of sequence and structure conservation in protein family of serpines. Interesting are also some relations to biological function, which can also be discussed assuming that the biological function of serpines is (to some extent) understood as the ability to incorporate a polypeptide fragment into the...

---

a) ACH CCCCCDCGGCGFDGCCDEEEDDFFGCEEEdE
   AMT CCCCCDCGGDCEEGEEFFGDGDECCCEEEEE
   API CCCCCDCGGCGCDGCGDCCFDCDCCF
   AIT CCCCCDCGGCGCDGCGCDDGDECCCEEE
   A2X CCCCCDCGGCGCDGCGDCCFDCDCCF
   HLE CCCCCDCGGCGCDGCGDCCFDCDCCF
   OVA CCCCCDCGGCGCDGCGDCCFDCDCCF

b) ACH CCCCCDCGGCGFDGCCDEEEDDFFGCEEEdE
   AMT CCCCCDCGGCGCDGCGDCCFDCDCCF
   API CCCCCDCGGCGCDGCGDCCFDCDCCF
   AIT CCCCCDCGGCGCDGCGDCCFDCDCCF
   A2X CCCCCDCGGCGCDGCGDCCFDCDCCF
   HLE CCCCCDCGGCGCDGCGDCCFDCDCCF
   OVA CCCCCDCGGCGCDGCGDCCFDCDCCF

c) A 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
   B 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
   C 77777770000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
   D 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
   E 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
   F 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
   G 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
   - 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

d) CCCCDCGGC CeeFFg eCCDf CEEEdE

Fig. 6. Example of the weight score selection procedure for nine proteins: (a) set of codes in arbitrary order, (b) result of multiple alignment (ClustalW) procedure applied to structural codes, (c) structural code frequency table ("-" denotes a gap), the highest frequency is given in bold and underlined and (d) $W$-values attributed to particular positions in a string (calculated according to Eq. (1) and averaged for three positions) with suggested consensus structural sequence (thick line in (b)) (the capital letters represent the high $W$ score positions, the lower cases represent low frequency due to large number of gaps, where in all cases was the same structural code). The weight score values were calculated according to the Eq. (1) although the numbers were taken according to the example given on the picture (limited number of compared proteins). The results discussed in the paper were calculated for complete data set (43 proteins— as described in “Sequential and structural weight matrices”).
A β-sheet of the serpine molecule (Banzon and Kelly, 1992; Katz and Christianson, 1993; Carrell et al., 1994; Fletterick and McGrath, 1994; Wright and Scarsdale, 1995). The ClustalW program for multiple alignment to sequence and both versions of structure-coded strings was applied to extract the consensus sequence as well as consensus structure of the coded structural motifs in early-stage folding structure. The high accordance of results found for sequence and both forms of structure seems to validate the model of early-stage folding. Also, the one-letter code system for structure identification seems to work well as a tool for similarity recognition even in early-stage folding. The general conclusion is that model works well as a tool for sequence and structure consensus recognition in structures assumed to represent early stage folding (in silico) or partial unfolding created according to “early-stage” and “step-back” paths, respectively.

The similarity criterion (W-value calculated for structural letter codes) was set for early-stage folding (in silico) structures. The search for relation between the early-stage structural forms distinguished as highly conservative and their structural representation in the native structures revealed that the predisposition for β-structural fragments can be already found in the early-stage conformation. This observation is of particular interest despite the absence of explicit β-structural fragments in early-stage limited conformational sub-space. It can be concluded, that the β-structural fragments are already seeded in structural forms of the early-stage folding model.

The analysis presented in this paper is the continuation of the analysis oriented on similarity search in proteins (Leluk et al., 2003), where the serpines family was the object of structural similarity analysis. The geometric parameters characterizing the early-stage structural forms taken into consideration seem to correspond well with the analysis shown in this paper. The structural alphabet remains in the close relation to the geometric parameters, which appeared to be the basis for early-stage definition in our model (Roterman, 1995b). However, the geometric parameters were calculated for native structure of proteins belonging to the serpines family, the results seem to be accordant.

The highly ordered structural fragments related to biological function were in the focus of the analysis. The multiple alignment applied to structural alphabet seems to work well, although the further analysis oriented on loops

![Fig. 7. Discrete profiles of probability in ellipse-shaped limited conformational sub-space for all amino acids.](image-url)
is necessary. The model applied does not take into account the handedness of the structures. It is well known that the secondary structure motifs in proteins bear remarkable handedness. For instance, all the real beta-sheets in proteins are right-handed twist (Chou and Scheraga, 1982; Chou et al., 1983, 1982), all the $\beta \rightarrow \alpha \rightarrow \beta$ structures are right-handed cross over (Chou et al., 1989), all the helix-bundles are right-handed twist (Chou et al., 1988), all the $\beta$-barrels are right-handed twist (Chou and Carlacci, 1991; Chou et al., 1990), and so forth. The massive analysis of polypeptide fragments linking the fragments of highly ordered secondary regions is the object of the analysis running currently. The high specificity of linkers in $\beta \rightarrow \alpha \rightarrow \beta$, helix-bundles and $\beta$-barrels is expected in respect to structural codes appearance. The three possibilities are taken into account: 1—the handedness is the natural consequence of particular $\Phi$, $\Psi$ angles of amino acids participating in the loop generation or 2—the specific combination of the structures recognized as $A$, $B$ and $D$ (according to the structural alphabet notion) may influence the handedness of the whole fragment or 3—the presence of structural form C (right-handed helix) for isolated residues in highly unordered fragments may also influence the handedness of the whole “linker”. This observation is shown in Fig. 6, where the individual C structural form appears accompanied by G structural form (according to structural alphabet—represents the left-handed helix). This combination may have significant influence on the handedness of the whole fragment of the linker. This issue (particularly the handedness of “linkers”) will be the focus of the prospective analysis oriented on loops’ structures analysis in respect to the introduced structural alphabet and comparison to observations available in the literature (Fig. 7).
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